DING –DONG
A heavy bell was needed to ring
ship’s time in “The New Moon” and
Andrew Furphy lent one to Ray
Phillips who was so worried about it
that he refused to allow it to be put
up until Sunday evening dress rehearsal. At that rehearsal, Ray Phillips turned suddenly and, not being
used to the bell being in position,
walked straight into it. It struck a blow to the head dropping him in his
tracks and, eventually, an ambulance was called He was taken to hospital and was treated for concussion. Fortunately, Ray recovered and
entertained audiences with his magnificent voice.
THEN THINK AGAIN!
During a rehearsal for “The Desert Song”, a thoughtful Italian gentleman helping backstage brought along some dandelion wine and some grappa for the cast and others to sample. Jim Murphy thoroughly enjoyed the grappa and sang
his next song with great gusto, confident that the grappa
had enabled him to reach new heights of expression.. Unfortunately, Charlie Hamilton did not share Jim’s enthusiasm. “You may think it makes you sing better, but it doesn’t. You only THINK it makes you sing better.” Well, we
all used to think a couple of drinks made us drive better so
it was no wonder Jim was mislead.

Herb Whitfield and Richard
Henderson played the part of
townspeople of Titipu in “The
Mikado” and they became adept
at folding their arms and bowing respectfully as dignitaries
passed. One day, Herb was driving his truck through
Mooroopna when he saw Lofty
coming the opposite way on a
grader. Without the trace of a
smile, both folded arms and bowed to each other as the
passed leaving onlookers quite puzzled. Fortunately,
police were not present.
TIGER, TIGER, BURNING BRIGHT
“HMS Pinafore” and “The Mikado” were such successes
back in 1968 and 1969 that production-manager Rudi
Kuhnle realized that they had established a tradition and a
standard that was going to be VERY difficult to maintain.
“Charlie,” he said to music director Charles Hamilton
“we’ve got the tiger by the tail!” That didn’t prevent them
going on for another 15 years or so presenting productions
that were both visually and aurally stunning.

Bert Gale has a voice like wellplayed musical instrument but has
always suffered when it comes to
learning words. In “The New Moon”,
Bert’s desperate ploy was to write his
words on notes and stick them to the
rail of the poop deck where he could
see them as he stood or walked past.
Kevin O’Brien was known to put
notes inside his hat and read them
when he held his hat in his hand. Others have stuck notes on the backs of
singers standing in front of them. Ray
Phillips even wrote them on the cuffs
of his white shirt. Whatever the ploy,
it generally stands out like a pikestaff
to the audience that someone
DOESN’T KNOW THEIR LINES!

THE SABRE DANCE
In the boudoir scene in “The Desert Song”,
Eileen Hetherington had to throw a sabre to the
floor with great vigor, causing just about everyone in the theatre to jump. Vern Konig and
Mavis Lilley, playing violins in the orchestra,
were perturbed one
night when
the sabre
spun wildly
after it hit
the floor and
came rather
too close to
their heads.
As a result,
each night
when the
sabre
crashed to
the floor, Vern and Mavis ducked their heads
but continued playing in the great tradition of
the theatre. Vern was exceptional also in that he
tapped out the beat by lifting his foot rather than
tapping it on the floor – an off-beat sort of a
character.

SAY THAT AGAIN!
In “The Gipsy Baron” Rudi Kuhnle and ****************** had a five minute
dialogue of questions and answers but one evening things got off to a fractured start
and for the next few minutes each answer was given before the question – very
surreal. The odd thing was that the audience appeared not to notice and the show
proceeded apace although there had been plenty of panic among the backstage cast
members during the very off-beat delivery.

Rudi Kuhnle

THE EARLY BIRDS
In the seventies and eighties, company members were expected to get out and sell tickets
for the shows. A great rivalry developed among
some members to be first at Every’s Book Shop
in Shepparton when tickets first went on sale so
that they could buy a block of 100 of the best
seat tickets. Ruth McCracken, Liz Gale, Olive
Paez and Lil Kuhnle were keen as mustard and
sometimes they would be over there at 6am
waiting for the shop to open at 8.30. They even
got to the stage of taking their breakfast over
there so as not to
waste time.
Ruth and Liz
Gale in their
Abba roles.

“’ELLO, ‘ELLO, ‘ELLO”
Mooroopna seems to be the
scene of many a Turaton incident with Olive Paez pulled up
on the way home from a
Shepparton rehearsal. “Well,
where have you been to this
evening?” enquired Mr Plod.
Drawing herself up to her full
height (as much as you can
while sitting inside a car),
Olive replied “I’ve been to
choir practice!” With a disbelieving look, Mr Plod produced
the breathalyzer, Olive fulfilled
her obligations with great dignity and drove off with the hauteur of one who has blown zero
and put another civil servant in his place.

Hilary Morris joined Turaton about 1975. She was a former school-friend of the late Liz Vibert and she operated a farm in the Dhurringile/Toolamba area while her husband Ian worked in research at the Tatura Institute
for Sustainable Energy. Hilary had a vibrant personality, was an accomplished pipe-organist and was happier
in overalls and boots than the medieval gown she wore when singing alto in “The Yeomen of the Guard”. As
she worked backstage for performances of “The Desert Song”, her cheerfulness inspired the cast to face our
audience.
Tragically, she and her husband died in 1977. Turaton placed a clock and plaque on the wall in The Shed in
their memory and Liz and David Vibert planted a row of Australian native trees on the west side of our carpark.
(Marilyn Banfield)

SPIKED
Charles Hamilton
gave Audrey
Keeley a lift back
to The Shed for the
mandatory aftershow party one
Saturday night after another
great production and, although
Audrey would only drink coffee, someone “livened” it up
with some Kahlua which
seemed to hit the spot as she
had several of them and was in
no hurry to be taken home at
all. Next morning, playing at
her church, the minister must
have noticed something amiss.
“Audrey”, he advised “there
ARE white notes as well as
black notes on the piano!”

COOL WATERS
Jeff Baker was having a fine time playing Captain Andy in
“Showboat”, his first principal role in Turaton, but had to
really concentrate when doing the monologue which runs
for a page or more as Andy acts out a role in a play on his
boat “The Cotton Blossom”. He should have been aware
that the “backstage boys” like to play a prank or two on the
final performance night to see the actor’s response to something totally unexpected. Normally, Andy picks up a metal
vase and throws it to the stage with a clatter but on the final
night, Jeff found the vase full of water. Not wanting to
make a mess on stage, he decided, in one hundredth of a
second, to throw the vase back down onto the stage, keeping it upright so that it wouldn’t spill. “To every action
there is an equal and opposite re-action” someone clever
said, and it seems to have been the case, because the water
shot out of the vase and straight up into Jeff’s face. When
everyone on stage (virtually the whole cast) had stopped
rolling around laughing, the monologue continued with a
much-subdued Capt’n Andy
groping for lines.
Left, Jeff, Charlie,
Rudi ,Bert and Jim
relax on Sunday after
“Die Fledermaus”
while Phil acts out a
Jean Valjean fantasy.

IT’S A MIRACLE!
During the show Die Fledermaus" I played the role of Frank, who, along
with lots of other characters, gets rather drunk on stage. At one point in the
show I take a quick swig from a flask. This was, of course the ideal situation
for someone to substitute the water I was using for some other stronger substance and plenty of people such as Bill Mouser, Malcolm Dean and Graeme
Pugh (who was playing Frosch, someone even drunker than Frank on stage)
had suggested that I should look out, because one night they might just spike
my flask. So, I was sort of expecting it on the first few
nights, but nothing happened,
so I was taken entirely unawares. My swigs had been
getting more extravagant each
night, so on the final night, I
took an extremely carefree and
large gulp of straight whisky.
Needless to say my gasps were
unusually real on that night,
and to this day I am unsure as
to who the culprit was .... although I have my suspicions.
(Phil Oakes)

During the show "Naughty Marietta", which happened to be the first production where I had a main
part, that of Rudolfo, I was on stage with Jim Murphy. No doubt Jim's version of this will be somewhat different to mine, but somehow, (I maintain
it was Jim's fault) we managed to get about two
pages ahead in the dialogue, which obviously
would have made no sense to the audience. Both
of us realised this at about the same time. There
was a pregnant pause, after which time an earlier
line was said (I think by me) and we proceeded to
say the correct lines including about a page of
lines we had already said previously. I can only
imagine how Charlie Hamilton would have coped
with this waiting for the musical cue for my song.
(Phil Oakes)
Above: Phil Oakes and Sue Woodall, two of Turaton’s consummate performers, share admiring
glances in “Die Fledermaus”.

Encouragement and
gentle rebuke……….
From the mouth of our
beloved musical director (in broad Scottish
accent) “Ladies and
gentlemen, this is not a
learning soiree; this is a
rehearsal! We will expect everyone to know
their words next week,
won’t we?”
(Tony Crosbie)

DAHLING!!
Nancy Kinmond directed a number of shows I was in in the early eighties.
She was a Scot who called everyone "Darling" and she was often a little bit
abrupt, but I remember her fondly, because she gave me some of my first
roles. One time I remember was in "Fiddler on the Roof', the only show in
which both Wendy and myself were on stage. Wendy was usually playing
violin in the orchestra, of course. But on this occasion Wendy was one of
the villagers of Anatevka ... and she was pregnant
with our first child, Simon. Nancy could never
remember Wendy's name (I think that's why she
always called everyone "Darling") so of course she
either called Wendy "Little Darling" or "Pet" or
"Sweetheart' and usually placed her somewhere
near the back of the stage! I don't know whether it
was to try and conceal the fact she was pregnant or
whether it was just coincidence, but Wendy didn't
particularly enjoy the treatment (including Nancy's
propensity to manhandle her). Needless to say
Wendy never appeared on stage again!
( Phil Oakes)
Left: Wendy Oakes

LEFT: Joan Hanna
lit up every Turaton
production she was in
and sings beautifully
to this day.
RIGHT, Kevin
O’Brien could be relied upon to do justice
to any tenor role he
was assigned. He had
key roles in “The
Gondoliers” and “Die
Fledermaus”.

LIFE’S RICH TAPESTRY
Linden and I have fond memories of our two major productions
with Turaton. We met during the 1986 production of “Fiddler on
the Roof”, and by some intervention, divine or orchestrated, got to
hold hands as we
trooped off to Anatevka in the final scene.
We had our own
“misty” moments during the following season of “Brigadoon”,
when we announced
our engagement.
As well as those obvious warm fuzzies, we
have a couple from the
shows. In “Fiddler”, I
have a great memory
of Audrey on the piano. I was one of the
soldiers sent to disrupt the wedding scene, where we were to overturn tables laden with bowls of fruit and smash some real crockery.
The first night I went in and I remember overturning a table toward
the front of the stage, sending fruit careening into the audience and
rolling onto the piano. Audrey, great professional that she was,
without missing a note, just flicked them to one side, unfazed.
The producer, Nancy, thought it made for great theatre, but I was
asked to turn the tables towards the wings for the remaining performances.
In “Brigadoon”, Linden played the part of a girl keen on the villain, Harry. When Harry is killed, she had to perform a solo funeral dance. That was challenging, but keeping a straight face was
more so! Before the dance she would approach the body and turn
back the blanket which was covering it, to sadly look on his face.
Well, there was Harry’s smiling face with a potato chip held between his teeth. On the final night, the chip was replaced with a
red rose.
(Cameron Lancaster)

The children of Brigadoon in 1987—where are they
now and what are they doing?
TAKE A MESSAGE TO MARY
Mary Murphy has been a great support for husband
Jim over many years helping him with lines and even
with songs until Charles Hamilton took him to task
for listening to Mary singing his songs while doing
her housework. Jim was then singing Mary’s rendition of songs rather than Charlie’s and, as we all
know “You don’t DO that!”

NANCY
Nancy Kinmond
could be pretty fiery,
as could quite a few
other directors, when
things weren’t working out, and one of her favorite sayings was “I’ll have your guts for garters!”
when someone wasn’t producing the goods. Noone quite understood how she and someone
equally volatile, such as Charles Hamilton, could
possibly co-operate in a major production, but
co-operate they did, producing three of Turaton’s
top shows, “Naughty Marietta”, “Showboat” and
“Fiddler on the Roof”.
Nancy wrote when doing “Naughty Marietta” “This is a happy musical full of laughter and
wonderful old songs that will always be remembered. In these days of doom and gloom, it’s a
magical cure for the blues. Come with us back in
time to Louisiana, close your eyes, open your
heart, let the music and the beautiful words transport you into our world of make believe, once
there you will never want to leave it.”

UNDERSTUDIES
Turaton never has the luxury of having understudies and,
somehow, we have managed to get away with it for 45
years. There have been close calls, of course, with Ray
Phillips hitting his head on a heavy bell and another time in
the first “HMS Pinafore” John Cornelissen had a heart
attack whilst on stage and Dr Roger Key had to be summoned from the audience to treat him. Fortunately for the
show, John did not have a principal role and the show continued and, more fortunately, so did John.
In “Robin the Hood”, Denise Keen played the The Fairy
Woodmother but had to attend a family wedding one Saturday afternoon.
What to do? Director Kieran Murphy
knew JUST what to do—HE would
play the role regardless of the amount
of facial hair that he sports. As you
would expect at a theatre-restaurant,
the cross-dressing was a great hit and
doesn’t Kieran look pleased with
himself!
Maybe Denise was lucky to get the
dress back!

ALL TOGETHER NOW
At the end of “Camelot” Arthur reprises
the title song after a low-key introduction
in which he says “I hear it never rains
until September” and goes on into the
song. For once, conductor Geoff Cabble
missed the cue and it was only when he
heard Jim Murphy’s spoken intro that he
realized his mistake, gave the orchestra
their new instructions in a flash and they all swung
into the song in perfect synchronisation with Jim to
bring the show to another great finale.

Jim backstage in “Camelot” with Ruth
McCracken who didn’t miss a Turaton
production from 1969 to 2003—some
record!

LOST: TWO VOICES
Olive Paez has sung beautifully for Turaton for many years but she lost her voice in one show
and had to call on Ginny Every to sing for her from in
the orchestra pit while Olive was lip-syching up on
stage. More recently, Rachel Smith lost her voice while
playing Alice in “The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party”, part of
“The Best of British” concert. While she mimed her
way through her lines, Judy Baker read them into a microphone from the wings. The device got the item performed, but it made it very difficult for others on stage
to hear Alice’s voice coming from a speaker well away
from where she was acting out her part. It certainly was
a madder tea-party than was envisaged.
Above: Rachel looks over the crazy mob while the White Rabbit (Ryan Giustino), March
Hare (Sid Watson), Doormouse (Denise Keen) and Mad Hatter (Jeff Baker) do their thing.
KING JIM
How was Jim Murphy
such a great performer?
You would wonder when,
by his own confession, he
had difficulty learning
lines, had difficulty following music and getting
the correct tune, had two
left feet so that Michelle
Hughes, after two months of trying to teach him
to waltz, gave up and sat him to the side holding
a champagne glass while those who COULD
dance got on with it.
On top of all of that, he was as nervous as a kitten before each entry and would pace up and
down with a look of intense concentration on his
face.
Surprised he was then to find that someone was
more nervous than he. Allison Wilkinson, playing Tom of Warrick in “Camelot”, was bent over
with stomach pain and mother said that she
would not be going on. Staggered by the thought
of the consequences, Jim stopped pacing, forgot
about his own worries, and had a talk to Allison
explaining how HE was sick with nervousness
too, but knew that once he was on, everything
would be OK as the automatic pilot took over.
Re-assured, Allison went on, gave a great performance and even managed to catch Jim out on
a wrong line later in the show.

PATRICK GOLDSTEIN ?
Turaton is a multi-cultural organisation. It
must be – how else do you explain an Irishman
playing the part of a Russian Jew? Jim Murphy may have seemed to be a natural to play
the part of Tevye in “Fiddler on the Roof”with
his fine acting and his resonant voice but
Nancy Kinmond was at her wits’ end trying to
get Jim to sing “If I Were a Wealthy Man”
and not a “wellty man” as every Irishman prefers. As usual, Nancy won out in the end.

HOWDY THERE
I remember being the fat cowboy in
Turaton’s Western Melodrama;
two Keiths were my companions. I
remember forgetting the words of
my one and only solo part in one
concert (shame).
My times with Turaton were some
of the happiest I have had. Long
live Turaton. (Judy Revell)
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Eileen made her debut with Turaton in 1976 when she played Margot Bonvalet in “The Desert Song” and immediately
captivated audience and cast alike. In 1977 she played Marianne in “The New Moon” opposite Alan Every and in 1978
she played Lisa in Lehar’s “Land of Smiles”. In 1979 she played Casilda in Gilbert and Sullivan’s “The Gondoliers” but
it was in “The Merry Widow” in 1980 that she was able to demonstrate her ability best, playing the title role for which
she received her Georgy Award. Unfortunately for Shepparton, she and her husband Bruce left the district shortly after to
take up appointments in Castlemaine.

David Vibert’s speech at the induction of Graham Clapp,
Bert Gale and George Ferguson as life members at the 50th
anniversary celebrations in 1994:
I have been giving the privilege of making a presentation
to a couple of long-standing members of our company.
Both have been active
members of the Tatura
Male Choir and since
ladies were invited to
join our group 26 years
ago, still continue to be
great contributors. Over
all these years, they
have managed to be at
opposite ends of the
choir. One has always
been a member of the
“Hierarchy”, while the
other definitely belongs to the “Lower Archy”.
They did, however, join forces on an occasion in the mid
60s when the male choir was competing at South Street in
Ballarat. At that time, Marilyn was our pianist and Ann was
engaged to Ken Ollsen who was in the choir. Ann’s parents
reluctantly allowed Ann to go providing Marilyn took responsibility for her.
Most of the choir was staying in Ballarat but Ann and
Marilyn were staying in a hotel in Creswick.. The girls were
so late returning to the hotel after the night’s activities that
they couldn’t get in. They were spotted climbing up the
drainpipe into the bedroom on the first floor, being eagerly
assisted by these two noble gentlemen.
1There will be a third contributor, who will also be receiving a presentation tonight. He joined us back in 1970 and
has tended to drift between the “Upper and Lower Middle
Classes” of the choir, until he was elevated to look down on
us during productions at the Civic Centre.
Graham , Bert and President George , could you please
come forward.
Ladies and gentlemen, these three gentlemen have made an
outstanding contribution to our company over a great number of years. In fact, between them they have 93 years of
continual membership.
Graham joined the Tatura Male Choir in 1959 and with the
choir participated in many eisteddfods and festivals held in
Ballarat, Bendigo. Corowa, Wagga Wagga and Wangaratta
as well as numerous concerts put on by the choir during the
years 1959 to 1968 when we commenced full scale productions.
Productions: The Mikado, Iolanthe, Gipsy Baron, Die Fledermaus, Orpheus in the Underworld, Yeomen of the Guard,
The Desert Song, The New Moon, The Land of Smiles, The
Gondoliers, The Merry Widow, The Mikado (2), Naughty
Marietta, Die Fledermaus, HMS Pinafore, Showboat, Brigadoon.
There were also mid-year concerts, quartets and Christmas
carols. He was also president from 1977 to 1978, a committee member, he assisted with set construction and acted a
bus driver.
Bert also was president in 1974-5, a committee member,
bus driver and was involved in set construction and played
a big role in the construction of The Shed in 1975.

President George joined in the company in 1970,
has been a committee member on many occasions
and is currently doing his second term as president. He appeared in Iolanthe, Gipsy Baron, Die
Fledermaus, Orpheus, Pirates, Yeomen of the
Guard, Desert Song and
New Moon. He has also
done the lighting for Land
of Smiles, Gondoliers,
Merry Widow, Mikado,
Naughty Marietta, Die
Fledermaus, HMS Pinafore,
Showboat, Fiddler, Brigadoon, The Drunkard and
Camelot as well as all midyear concerts. With his wife
Shirley, he acted as Property Officer for Die Fledermaus and sang at our carols performances.
Ladies and Gentlemen, George, Bert and Graham
have always been more than willing to help out
whenever necessary, whether it be in setconstruction, transporting and erection of sets,
attending extra rehearsals, working bees and the
list goes on. However, it is not just the fellas we
would like to thank. They all have wonderful
wives and families that not only give them heaps
of support, but each one of them have been exceptional members for a very long time.
I think it would be nice if they came and joined
their partners as they are presented with Life
Membership of the Turaton Music Company.

Rudi Kuhnle, Bert Gale, George Ferguson and Bill
Kuehnapfel rehearsing for the concert in 1977 which
was part of the City of Shepparton’s Golden Jubilee
celebrations. Proceeds went to the Goulburn Valley
Branch of the Association for the Blind. Area officer
Alf Roggiero said most of the money would be spent
on a building in Essen St for use by the blind and other
handicapped people.
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NEW TOILETS FOR TURATON
NOVEMBER 1, 1992
After 17 years of roughing it with
makeshift toilets, Turaton finally
built a new toilet block to satisfy
their needs well into the next century. The block was aptly named
the “K. Weeeelandt Wing” after
one of their long-serving members
and Kaye Weilandt was on hand to
officiate at the opening.
As usual, Teddy McCracken had a
surprise in store for the ladies when
they looked inside their toilet area.

ALL HANDS ON DECK!
LEFT: When The Shed was being built in 12 weeks in 1975, it
was all hands on deck and shoulders to the wheel. Ginny Every
lends a finger, Rudi Baer takes a break from welding, David
Vibert and Alan Every hold on for dear life, Ian Wilson lends
token support and Rudi Kuhnle just looks worried.
(Photo from Bill Muir)

